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DOCENTE: Prof. MAURIZIO VITELLA
PREREQUISITES To distinguish the works of art. Recognize techniques. Knowledge of the history 

of the cultural phenomena of the modern age.

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding
The  course  is  structured  so  that  the  student,  after  completing  their  studies,
demonstrate  competency  of  both  historical,  methodological,  for  the  purpose  of
research and interpretation of artistic production in Italy in the modern age.
Applying knowledge and understanding
Students, at the end of the course, they should possess the ability to apply their
knowledge to understanding and skills in solving problems related to the reading
and  interpretation  of  works  of  art  produced  in  Italy  between  the  fifteenth  and
eighteenth  centuries.  These  skills  are  developed  through  seminars,  personal
study, lectures and guided tours.
Making judgments
It  is  hoped  the  ability  of  the  student,  at  the  end  of  the  course  of  study,  to
integrate knowledge in order to inform judgments that, in addition to reflection on
the proposed artistic themes, can also arise in the context of geographical and
chronological iconographic themes relevant to the matter.
communication skills
The student, at the end of the course, will have to prove to communicate clearly
and unambiguously conclusions and 'joint, with the correct verbal description of
a work of art, the cultural milieu and the reasons underpinning these such as the
client or the iconological interpretation, to specialists in art-historical context and
not specialists, thus being able to move from one communicative register, verbal
or written, to another.
learning ability
Training during the course will not be considered the point of arrival, but only the
set  of  tools  and  information  that  will  enable  further  studies  in  the  field  in  a
personal and independent. Therefore, the student at the end of the course must
be able to independently conduct  an original  scientific  research,  identifying the
primary and secondary sources, knowing how to use the correct cognition and
after the proper weight of each.

ASSESSMENT METHODS During the course of lectures a useful self-assessment tool for students, aimed 
at awareness of the knowledge acquired, it will be represented by the Test in 
progress, proposed at an experimental level, which will not be taken into 
account in the final evaluation.
Self-assessment to check in the know-how, or the application of knowledge 
gained, will see the creation of a short essay with a description of a work of art. 
The short text consisting in the application of aspects of the discipline, such as 
the iconographic recognition and reading of the stylistic code. The methodology 
of short text processing will be discussed in the lectures will be held at the end 
of the same lessons and will be subject to final evaluation.
The final exam will be oral and will consist of an interview in which the candidate 
must answer at least three questions, in order to check that you have skills and 
disciplinary knowledge provided by the course; the assessment will be 
expressed in thirtieths. The overall final assessment at the oral examination will 
be obtained from the analysis of the following indicators:
- Fairness and properties in the use of technical language related to discipline 
(up to 10/30)
- The required knowledge correct and complete exposure (up to 10/30)
- Contextualization and reading iconographic work of art (up to 10/30).

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES Objective of the module is to provide the contents of the discipline and its 
method of study required for the scientific and cultural training in respect of skills 
in the visual arts of the goods and artistic heritage. Specifically, the module aims 
to provide historical and scientific skills and theoretical techniques in the field of 
modern art history. Through this form it is intended to provide a method of 
approach to the study of the history of modern art contextualizing the stylistic 
phenomena in the climate historic cultural reference at national level. It also 
aims to streamline the cognitive path proposed from the recognition of materials, 
techniques and types, to continue with the iconographic reading, understanding 
of the stylistic code and the iconological interpretation.

TEACHING METHODS Frontal lessons; exercises in the classroom; field visits.

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY Da qualsiasi manuale di Storia dell'Arte in uso nei Licei, i capitoli che trattano 
opere e artisti dal Quattrocento al Settecento.
Any manual of Art History in use in high schools, the chapters dealing with 
works and artists from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century.
Per chi dovesse acquistare il manuale si suggerisce:
G. Dorfles - C. Della Costa, Civilta' d'Arte, vol. 3 il Quattrocento e il 
Cinquecento, Istituto Italiano Edizioni Atlas 2015. 
G. Dorfles - G. Pieranti, Civilta' d'Arte, vol. 4 dal Barocco all'Impressionismo, 
Istituto Italiano Edizioni Atlas 2015 (sino a pag. 154).

1 - M. Calvesi, Caravaggio, n. 1 di Art dossier, Giunti Firenze, 1986*.
2 - R. Papa, Caravaggio. Le origini, i modelli, Dossier n. 264 allegato a “Art e 



Dossier”, Firenze Giunti 2010*.
3 - M. Cuppone, Caravaggio. La Natività di Palermo. Nascita e scomparsa di un 
capolavoro, Campisano Editore, seconda edizione ampliata, riveduta e corretta, 
1ª ristampa 2022
4 - A. Graham-Dixon, Caravaggio. Vita sacra e profana, Milano Mondadori, 
2015. (eBook consultabile in biblioteca da postazioni dedicate. Prestito digitale 
disponibile su MLOL UniPa inserendo le credenziali del Portale UniPa)

Si precisa che non sono contemplate bibliografie alternative per gli studenti non 
frequentanti.
Gli studenti con disabilità potranno eventualmente concordare un programma 
dedicato.
I testi segnati con * sono disponibili al centro stampa.
It should be noted that alternative bibliographies are not contemplated for non-
attending students.
Students with disabilities may eventually agree on a dedicated program.
Texts marked with * are available at the press centre.

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

2 Method of study of art history: the technical recognition; iconographic reading; understanding of the stylistic 
code; iconological interpretation.

10 Modern art in Italy: Humanism and the Renaissance

10 Modern art in Italy: Classicism and Mannerism

10 Modern art in Italy: Baroque and Rococo

3 Cataloging a work of art: drafting rules; use of bibliographic sources; method compilation

10 Caravaggio. The artist, the activity, the cultural and religious context, the works and the stolen canvas of 
Palermo.
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